**accepted prefixes field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 307**
**access lists**
- corresponding dampened prefixes, displaying, 297
- extended, route filtering, 207
- standard
  - configuring, 212–213
  - route filtering, 205–206
**ACK hold field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 308**
**adding**
- aggregate entries to BGP table, 3–11
- descriptions to BGP configurations, 136–137
- learned paths to routing table, 113–116
**Address family IPv4 Multicast field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 307**
**Address family IPv4 Unicast field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 306**
**addresses, classful, 243**
**administrative distance**
- best path, selecting, 248–250
- modifying, 103–106
- verifying, 106
**advertisement runs field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 307**
**advertising, 243**
- conditional default routes, 133–135
- default routes, 95–97
- directly connected networks, 243–245
- primary route while suppressing secondary route, 119–124
**aggregate-address command, 3–36**
- as-set advertise-map option, 17–24
- as-set option, 12–17
- attribute-map option, 24
- route-map option, 24–29
- summary-only option, 29–32
- suppress-map option, 33–36
**aggregation**
- atomic-aggregate attribute, 6
- attributes, modifying, 24–29
- based on subset of prefixes from different ASs, 18–24
- learned routes, 8–10
- locally-sourced routes, 3–8
- prefixes from different ASs, 12–17
- redistributed routes, 8
- static routes, 11–12, 245–246
- suppressing more-specific routes, 29–32
- suppressing subset of more-specific routes, 33–36
- verifying configuration, 10
**appending AS path information to routes, 215**
**applying route dampening to flapping routes, 78–79**
**AS field (show ip bgp summary command), 311**
**AS MED values, comparing, 46–50, 60**
**AS numbers, prepending, 214**
**AS_path attribute, 335**
- access lists, displaying corresponding dampened prefixes, 297
- appending to routes, 215
- as route filtering criteria, 210–211
- filtering with regular expressions, 347
**as-set advertise-map option (aggregate-address command), 17–24**
**as-set option (aggregate-address command), 12–17**
**assigning**
- BGP router IDs, 91–93
- metrics to redistributed routes, 98–100
- atomic-aggregate attribute, 6
- attribute-map option (aggregate-address command), 24
**attributes, 331**
- as best path selection criteria, 50–62
- AS path, appending to routes, 215
- AS_path, 335
- atomic-aggregate, 6
- community, 337–339
- NO-EXPORT community value, configuring, 225–227
- local preference, 333
- modifying, 84–86
- manipulating, 208
- with route maps, 212–218
- MED
  - comparing from different ASs, 60
  - deterministic best path selection, 86
multi-exit discriminator (MED), 334
next-hop, 335–337
of aggregate routes, modifying, 24–29
origin, 334
selective manipulation, 209
weight, 333
configuring for local router, 239
setting, 170–174
authentication (MD5), enabling, 182–183
automatic route summarization, 40–42
configuration, verifying, 42
troubleshooting, 43
auto-summary command, 39–42

backdoor option (network command), 247–250
best path, 115
selecting, 45–46, 248–250, 340
based on route attributes, 50–62
deterministic selection, 86
bgp always-compare-med command, 45–50
bgp bestpath as-path ignore command, 50–54
bgp bestpath med confed command, 55–58
bgp bestpath med missing-as-worst command, 59–62
BGP clear commands, 313–316
bgp client-to-client reflection command, 62–66
bgp cluster-id command, 66–69
bgp confederation peers command, 70–75
bgp dampening route-map command, 76–84
bgp default local-preference command, 84–86
bgp deterministic-med command, 86
bgp fast-external-failover command, 87–91
bgp log-neighbor-changes command, 89
BGP neighbor field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 306
BGP router identifier field (show ip bgp summary command), 311
bgp router-id command, 91–93
BGP state field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 306
BGP table, adding aggregate entries, 3–11
BGP table version field
  show ip bgp flap-statistics command, 302
  show ip bgp neighbors command, 306–307
  show ip bgp output command, 286
  show ip bgp summary command, 311
BGP version, locking down, 238–239

CIDR (Classless Interdomain Routing), 331
classful addresses, 243
clear commands, 313–316
  soft keyword, 315
clearing connections, 143
client-to-client reflection, configuring, 62–65
cluster IDs, 66
commands
  aggregate-address, 3–36
  as-set advertise-map option, 17–24
  as-set option, 12–17
  attribute-map option, 24
  route-map option, 24–29
  summary-only option, 29–32
  suppress-map option, 33–36
  auto-summary, 39–42
  bgp always-compare-med, 45–50
  bgp bestpath
    as-path ignore option, 50–54
    med confed option, 55–58
    med missing-as-worst option, 59–62
  bgp clear, 313–316
  bgp client-to-client reflection, 62–66
  bgp cluster-id, 66–69
  bgp confederation peers, 70–75
  bgp dampening route-map, 76–84
  bgp default local-preference, 84–86
  bgp deterministic-med, 86
  bgp fast-external-failover, 87–91
  bgp log-neighbor-changes, 89
  bgp router-id, 91–93
debug ip bgp, 319–329
default-information originate, 95–97
default-metric, 98–100
distance, 103–106
distribute-list. See neighbor distribute-list command
maximum-paths, 113–116
neighbor advertise map, 119–124
neighbor advertisement-interval, 124–128
neighbor default-originate, 128–133
neighbor description, 136–137
neighbor distribute-list in, 137–143
neighbor distribute-list out, 143–149
neighbor ebgp-multihop, 149–151
neighbor filter-list in, 151–160
neighbor filter-list out, 161–170
neighbor filter-list weight, 170–174
neighbor maximum-prefix warning-only, 175–179
neighbor next-hop-self, 180–182
neighbor originate route-map, 133–135
neighbor password, 182–183
neighbor peer-group, 184–187
neighbor prefix-list in, 187–192
neighbor prefix-list out, 193–197
neighbor remote-as, 198–201
neighbor remove-private-as, 202–204
neighbor route-map in, 204–211
neighbor route-map out, 212–218
neighbor route-reflector-client, 218–224
neighbor send-community, 226–227
neighbor shutdown, 227–228
neighbor soft-reconfiguration inbound, 229–230
neighbor timers, 230–231
neighbor unsuppress-map, 231–234
neighbor update-source, 234–238
neighbor version, 238–239
neighbor weight, 239
network, 243–247
    backdoor option, 247–250
    mask parameter, 246
redistribute protocol, 253–258
redistribute protocol metric metric, 258–263
show, 285–311
show ip bgp, 43
    filter-list option, 297
    flap-statistics option, 301–303
    inconsistent-as option, 303
    output, fields, 286
show ip bgp neighbors, 305–308
    output, 115–116
show ip bgp paths, output, 309
show ip bgp summary, 310–311
    output, fields, 310–311
show ip route, output, 116–117
summary-address. See aggregate-address command
synchronization, 273–277
timers bgp, 279–282
community attribute, 337–339
    displaying corresponding prefixes, 294–296
    modifying, 215–218
    NO-EXPORT community value, configuring, 225–227
Community attribute field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 307
comparing MED values from different ASs, 46–50, 60
complex regular expressions, 346
conditional default routes, configuring, 133–135
confederations, 71–75
configuring
    access lists
        extended, route filtering, 207
        standard, 212–213
    automatic route summarization, 40–42
    auto-summarization, verification, 42
default routes, 128–130
    conditional, 133–135
input distribute lists, 138–143
    local preference, default value, 84–86
    loop detection, 66–69
    multiple default routes, 130–133
    output distribute lists, 143–149
route dampening, 76–78
    default, 77–80
    route maps, 204–211
    route reflection, 62–65
    redundancy, 66–69
TCP sessions, 198–201
    updates, minimum interval, 125–127
    weight attribute, 170–174
Connect state, 341
connected networks, selective redistribution, 264–268
connected routes, redistribution, 258–263
deregion verifying, 261–262
Connection state field (show ip bgp neighbors
command), 307
collections
forming, 340–341
resetting, 315
status, displaying, 310
TCP, enabling MD5 authentication, 182–183
Connections established field (show ip bgp
neighbors command), 307
creating
connections, 340–341
neighbor relationships, 149–151
peer groups, 184–187
customizing
attributes, local preference, 84–86
dampening parameters, 81–82
dampened routes
clearing information, 315
configuring, 76–78
customized parameters, route maps, 82–84
default configuration, 77–80
events, debugging, 323–324
prefixes, displaying in routing table, 296
viewing, 80
Datagrams Receiveld field (show ip bgp neighbors
command), 308
dbip bgp command, 319–329
default configuration
local preference, 84–86
route dampening, 77–80
default routes
advertising, 95–97
conditional, 133–135
configuring, 128–130
verifying configuration, 97
default-information originate command, 95–97
default-metric command, 98–100
delrecvwnd field (show ip bgp neighbors
command), 308
deny/deny route map form, 356
deny/permit route map form, 355
description option (neighbor command), 136–137
deterministic best path selection, 86
devices, icons for, xxiv
directly connected networks, advertising, 243–245
displaying
AS path access lists, corresponding dampened
prefixes, 297
connection status, 310
dampened routes, 80
prefixes in routing table, 296
natural masks in routing table, 293
neighbor statistics, 305–306
neighbor status change events on console, 90
peer group statistics, 310
prefixes
belonging to specified community,
294–296
in BGP routing table, 287
routing table entries, 285–286
flap statistics, 301–302
inconsistent originating ASs, 303–305
specified prefix in BGP routing table, 288–289
distance command, 103–106
distribute-list command. See neighbor distribute list
command
distribute-list option (neighbor command), 137–149
documentation, BGP-related RFCs, 342
dropped field (show ip bgp neighbors
command), 307
Duration field (show ip bgp flap-statistics
command), 303

EBGP (External BGP), 331
next-hop attribute, 335–337
TCP sessions, configuring, 198–201
ebgp-multihop option (neighbor command),
149–151
EIGRP, redistributing learned routes, 258–263
empty route maps, effect of, 350–351
entries (BGP routing table), displaying, 285–286
Established state, 341
establishing TCP sessions, 198–201
Event Timers Table field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 308
events, debugging
dampening-related, 323–324
neighbor relationship-related, 325
example configuration
automatic route summarization, 40–42
synchronization, 273–275
extended access lists, route filtering, 207
external link field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 306

F
fast external failover, 87–88
verifying configuration, 88
fields
show ip bgp command output, 286
show ip bgp flap-statistics command output, 302–303
show ip bgp neighbors command output, 306–308
show ip bgp paths command output, 309
show ip bgp summary command output, 310–311
filtering
AS paths with regular expressions, 347
distribute lists
input, 138–143
output, 143–149
route maps, 204–211
internal logic, 349–350
updates based on AS path information, 151–160
incoming route updates, 187–192
outgoing route updates, 156–170, 193–197
filter-list in option (neighbor command), 151–160
filter-list option (neighbor command), 170–174
filter-list out option (neighbor command), 161–163, 167–170
Flags field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 308
flapping routes
dampening, 76–78
customized parameters, 81–84
default configuration, 77–80
fast external failover, 87–88
penalties for, 77
statistics
clearing, 316
displaying, 301–302
Flaps field (show ip bgp flap-statistics command), 303
For address family field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 307
Foreign host, Foreign port field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 307
Forming
connections, 340–341
neighbor relationships, 149–151
peer groups, 184–187
From field (show ip bgp flap-statistics command), 303
full mesh, configuring, 70–75

G–H
half-life of route flap penalties, 77
hold time field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 306
hold timers
configuring, 230–231, 279–281
troubleshooting, 282
verifying configuration, 281

I–J
IBGP (Interior BGP), 331
full mesh, configuring, 70–75
synchronization, 273–277
speakers, configuring as route reflectors, 219–224
TCP sessions, configuring, 198–201
icons for network devices, xxiv
Idle neighbor relationships, 315
Idle state, 341
IGPs (Interior Gateway Protocols), 331
Inbound path policy field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 307
incoming route updates
  debugging, 328
  filtering, 187–192
input distribute lists, configuring, 138–143
InQ field (show ip bgp summary command), 311
inserting
  aggregate entries in BGP table, 3–11
  descriptions in BGP configurations, 136–137
installing learned routes in IP routing table, 113–116
IP addresses
  classful, 243
  community lists, 296
IP routing table, adding learned paths, 113–116
irs field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 308

K

keepalive interval field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 306
keepalive messages, debugging, 325
keepalive timers
  configuring, 230–231, 279–281
  troubleshooting, 282
  verifying configuration, 281
keywords, show ip bgp community command, 294
  known networks, 243
KRTT field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 308

L

Last read field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 306
Last reset field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 307
leaking routes to neighbors, 231–234
learned routes
  adding to routing table, 113–116
  aggregation, 8–10
  IBGP, synchronization, 273–277
  limiting, 175–179
  redistribution
    EIGRP, 258–263
    non-BGP, 253–258
    selective, 264–268
limiting
  learned routes, 175–179
  output of show commands, 345
Local host, Local port field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 307
local preference attribute, 333
  default value, configuring, 84–86
  modifying, 84–86
local router ID field
  show ip bgp flap-statistics command, 302
  show ip bgp output, 286
local routes, aggregating, 3–8
locking down BGP version, 238–239
LocPrf field (show ip bgp output), 286
logging neighbor relationship changes, 89–91
logic of route maps, 349–350
  deny/deny form, 356
  deny/permit form, 355
  permit/deny form, 354
  permit/permit form, 354
loop detection, configuring, 66–69
loopback interfaces, configuring, 235–238

M

main routing table version field (show ip bgp summary command), 311
manipulating attributes, 208
  with route maps, 212–218
mask parameter (network command), 246
maximum-paths command, 113–116
maximum-prefix option (neighbor command), 175–179
maxKRTT field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 308
MD5 (Message Digest 5) authentication, enabling, 182–183
MED (multi-exit discriminator) attribute, 334
  comparing from different ASs, 46–50, 60
deterministic best path selection, 86
memory, logging neighbor status changes to, 90–91
messages
  keepalive, debugging, 325
  UPDATE, 76–77
  WITHDRAWN, 76–77
Metric field (show ip bgp output), 286
metrics, assigning to redistributed routes, 98–100
minimum interval between updates, configuring, 125–127
minRTT field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 308
modifying
   administrative distance, 103–106
   attributes
      aggregate route, 24–29
      community, 215–218
      local preference, 84–86
next-hop information, 180–182
MsgRcvd field (show ip bgp summary command), 311
MsgSent field (show ip bgp summary command), 311
mul-in field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 307
mul-out field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 307
multi-exit discriminator (MED) attribute, 334
multiple default routes, configuring, 130–133
next-hop-self option (neighbor command)
neighbor next-hop-self command, 180–182
neighbor originate route-map command, 133–135
neighbor password command, 182–183
neighbor peer-group command, 184–187
neighbor prefix-list command
   in option, 187–192
   out option, 193–197
neighbor relationships
   creating, 149–151
   Idle, 315
   inbound soft reconfiguration, configuring, 229
   logging changes in, 89–91
   peer groups
      creating, 184–187
      verifying configuration, 64–65
      routes, leaking, 231–234
      shutting down, 228
   statistics, displaying, 305–306
neighbor remote-as command, 198–201
neighbor remove-private-as command, 202–204
neighbor route-map command
   in option, 204–211
   out option, 212–218
neighbor route-reflector-client command, 218–224
neighbor send-community command, 226–227
neighbor shutdown command, 227–228
neighbor soft-reconfiguration inbound command, 229–230
neighbor timers command, 230–231. See also timers
   bgp command
neighbor unsuppress-map command, 231–234
neighbor update-source command, 234–238
neighbor version command, 238–239
neighbor version field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 307
neighbor weight command, 239
network command, 243–247
   backdoor option, 247–250
   mask parameter, 246
Network field (show ip bgp flap-statistics command), 303
Network field (show ip bgp output), 286
Next Hop field (show ip bgp output), 286
next-hop attribute, 335, 337
next-hop information, modifying, 180–182
next-hop-self option (neighbor command), 180–182

natural masks, 292
   displaying in routing table, 293
   neighbor advertise-map command, 119–124
neighbor advertisement-interval command, 124–128
Neighbor capabilities field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 306
neighbor default-originate command, 128–133
neighbor description command, 136–137
neighbor distribute-list in command, 137–143
neighbor distribute-list out command, 143–149
neighbor ebgp-multihop command, 149–151
Neighbor field (show ip bgp summary command), 311
neighbor filter-list command
   in option, 151–160
   out option, 161–170
   weight option, 170–174
neighbor maximum-prefix warning-only command, 175–179
NO-EXPORT community value, configuring, 225–227
non-BGP learned routes, redistribution, 253–258
nonconnected EBGP neighbors, configuring, 150–151
nonnatural masks, 292
nontransitive optional attributes, 339
notifications field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 307

Open Confirm state, 341
Open Sent state, 341
optional attributes, 338–339
options
  aggregate-address command
    as-set, 12–17
    as-set advertise-map, 17–19, 21–24
    attribute-map, 24
    route-map, 24–29
    summary-only, 29–32
    suppress-map, 33–36
neighbor command
  ebgp-multihop, 149–151
  filter-list, 170–174
  filter-list in, 151–160
  filter-list out, 161–163, 167–170
  maximum-prefix, 175–179
  next-hop-self, 180–182
  password, 182–183
  peer group, 184–187
  prefix-list, 187–192
  prefix-list out, 193–197
  remote-as, 198–201
  remove-private-as, 202–204
  route-map in, 204–211
  route-map out, 212–217
  route-reflector-client, 218–224
  send-community, 225–227
  shutdown, 227–228
  soft-reconfiguration inbound, 229–230
  timers, 230–231
  unsuppress-map, 231–234
update-source, 234–237
version, 238–239
weight, 239

origin attribute, 334
Origin codes field (show ip bgp flap-statistics command), 302
Origin codes field (show ip bgp output), 286
output distribute lists, configuring, 143–149
Outbound path policy field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 307
outgoing route updates, filtering, 193–197
  based on AS path information, 161–162, 164–170
output
  show commands, reducing, 345
  show ip bgp command, fields, 286
  show ip bgp flap-statistics command, fields, 302–303
  show ip bgp neighbors command, fields, 306–308
  show ip bgp summary command, fields, 310–311
output distribute lists, configuring, 148
output modifiers, BGP routing table entries, displaying, 291–292
output updates, debugging, 329
OutQ field (show ip bgp summary command), 311

parameters, route dampening, 77
customizing, 81–82
password option (neighbor command), 182–183
path attributes (BGP), atomic aggregate, 6
Path field (show ip bgp flap-statistics command), 303
Path field (show ip bgp output), 286
path selection, 340
peer group option (neighbor command), 184–187
peer groups
  creating, 184–187
  next-hop information, modifying, 180–182
  statistics, displaying, 310
  verifying configuration, 64–65
penalizing flapping routes, 77
permit/deny route map form, 354
permit/permit route map form, 354
permitting route advertisement, 213
Prefix advertised field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 307
prefixes. See also dampened routes
advertising, 245–246
aggregating from different ASs, 12–17
corresponding BGP table entry, displaying, 287
corresponding communities, displaying, 294–296
learned routes, limiting, 175–179
primary, advertising, 119–124
route flaps, 76–77
dampening, 77–80
penalties for, 77
secondary, suppressing, 119–124
subset from different ASs, aggregation, 18–24
prefix-list option (neighbor command), 187–192
prefix-list out option (neighbor command), 193–197
prepending AS numbers, 214
private AS numbers, removing from updates, 202–204

reducing output from show commands, 345
redundant route reflectors, configuring, 66–69
regular expressions, 345
complex, 346
filtering AS paths, 347
special characters, 346
remote AS field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 306
remote router ID field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 306
remote-as option (neighbor command), 198–201
remove-private-as option (neighbor command), 202–204
removing private AS numbers in updates, 202–204
resetting
BGP connections, 315
connections, 143
restricting
learned routes, 175–179
output of show commands, 345
Reuse field (show ip bgp flap-statistics command), 303
RFCs, BGP-related, 342
route dampening
configuring, 76–78
default configuration, 77–80
parameters, customizing, 81–82
route filtering
based on AS path information, 210–211
with standard access lists, 212–213
route flaps, 76–77
route maps
AS path filters, 347
configuring, 204–211
dampening parameters, configuring, 82–84
deny/deny form, 356
deny/permit form, 355
empty, effect of, 350–351
logic of, 349–350
permit/deny form, 354
permit/permit form, 354
route reflectors
clusters, 66
configuring, 62–65, 219–224
redundancy, 66–69
Route refresh field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 306–307
route-map in option, neighbor command, 204–211
route-map option, aggregate-address command, 24–29
route-map out option (neighbor command), 212–217
router IDs, assigning, 91–93
route-reflector-client option (neighbor command), 218–224
routing protocols learned routes redistribution, 253–258
routing table
dampened prefixes, displaying, 296
displaying, 285–286
flap statistics, displaying, 301–302
inconsistent originating ASs, displaying, 303–305
natural masks, displaying, 293
prefixes, displaying corresponding communities, 294–296
prefixes, displaying, 287
RTTO field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 308
RTV field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 308
show ip bgp flap-statistics command, 301–303
show ip bgp inconsistent-as command, 303
show ip bgp neighbors command, 305–308
output, 115–116
show ip bgp paths command, output fields, 309
show ip bgp summary command, 310–311
show ip route command, output, 116–117
shutdown option (neighbor command), 227–228
shutting down neighbor relationships, 228
sndnxt field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 308
snduna field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 308
sndwnd field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 308
soft keyword (clear commands), 315
soft-reconfiguration inbound option (neighbor command), 229–230
speakers
full mesh, configuring, 70–75
route reflectors
clusters, 66
configuring, 219–224
states of, 341
special characters for regular expressions, 346
square brackets in regular expressions, 346
State/PfxRcd field (show ip bgp summary command), 311
states of BGP speakers, 341
static routes
aggregation, 11–12, 245–246
metrics, assigning to, 98–100
redistribution, 258–263
selective redistribution, 264–268
statistics, displaying
neighbors, 305–306
peer groups, 310
Status codes field (show ip bgp flap-statistics command), 302
Status codes field (show ip bgp output), 286
summary-address command. See aggregate-address command
summary-only option (aggregate-address command), 29–32
suppressed field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 307
suppressing more-specific routes, 29–32
secondary route while advertising primary route, 119–124
subset of more-specific routes, 33–36
suppress-map option (aggregate-address command), 33–36
synchronization troubleshooting, 277
verifying configuration, 276
synchronization command, 273–277
syslog, logging neighbor relationship changes, 89–91

T

TblVer field (show ip bgp summary command), 311
TCP sessions, configuring, 198–201
terminating neighbor relationships, 228
timers bgp command, 279–282
timers option (neighbor command), 230–231
topologies, configuring full mesh, 70–75
total data bytes field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 308
transitive optional attributes, 339
troubleshooting administrative distance configuration, 106
auto-summarization configuration, 43
default route advertisement, 97
IP routing table, installed routes, 117
synchronization, 277
timer configuration, 282

V

V field (show ip bgp summary command), 311
verifying administrative distance, 106
aggregate address configuration, 10
cache-summarization configuration, 42
BGP timer configuration, 281
confederation peer relationships, 74–75
default route configuration, 97
debugging of connected routes, 261–262
debugging of non-BGP learned routes, 256–258
debugging synchronization, 276
debugging version option (neighbor command), 238–239
viewing BGP connection status, 310
BGP neighbor statistics, 305–306
BGP peer group statistics, 310
BGP routing table, 285–286
dampened prefixes, 296
dampened routes, 80
natural masks in routing table, 293
neighbor status change events on console, 90

UNIX syslog, logging neighbor relationship changes, 89–91
unread input bytes field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 307
unsuppress-map option (neighbor command), 231–234
up for field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 306
Up/Down field (show ip bgp summary command), 311
updates, 76–77
debugging, 327–329
filtering based on AS path information, 151–170
incoming updates, 187–192
outgoing updates, 193–197
minimum interval, configuring, 125–127
private AS numbers, removing, 202–204
to/from specific neighbor, debugging, 321–322
update-source option (neighbor command), 234–237
prefixes and corresponding communities, 294–296
routing table entries
  flap statistics, 301–302
  inconsistent originating ASs, 303–305

W–Z

weight attribute, 333
  configuring for local routes, 239
  setting, 170–174
Weight field (show ip bgp output), 286
weight option (neighbor command), 239
well-known attributes, 338–339
with data field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 308
withdrawn field (show ip bgp neighbors command), 307
WITHDRAWN messages, 76–77